
 McQuay China（Suzhou） Report by Business Site
FY2021

Location Suzhou, China 

Site area 83,114 m2 

Established June 2003 

Employees 502 (as of March 2022) 

Main products Centrifugal compressors, screw compressors, air cooled screw 
chillers, air handling units 

Certified ISO 9001 June 2003 

 ISO 14001 April 2008 

 ISO 14001 February 2010 

 Green Heart Factory October 2014 Rank: Silver 
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Environment: Reducing Environmental Impacts 

 Switched to water-soluble paint for the 
compressor coating line 

We made the switch to water-soluble paint with low 
VOC from the conventional oil-based paint for the 
compressor coating line in order to reduce VOC 
emissions. This eliminated fumes unique to oil-based 
paints and improved the work environment. 

Before: VOC 600 g/L 

After: VOC 123 g/L  
Paint booth 

 Recycling the protective materials for air 
handling unit (AHU) transport  

We recycle the protective materials used to transport 
AHU. This reduces the amount of cardboard and foam 
materials used. 

Cardboard: reduced by 8,310 kg 

Foam material: reduced by 4,703 kg 

 
Collected cardboard  

 

 
Collected foam material  
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Environment: Protecting Biodiversity 

 Company green space maintenance 

We work with a landscape management company to 
maintain the green space at our business site. 
Withering plants are promptly tended to.  

Our grounds are adorned with camellia blooms in 
winter, peaches and cherry blossoms in spring, azaleas 
in summer, and sweet osmanthus in autumn. The 
companyʼ beautiful space serves as a habitat for a wide 
variety of birds such as magpies*. 

*Magpies: birds in the passerine family

 

 Tree planting 

We started to plant trees in response to the 
governmentʼs and Daikin Groupʼs call to establish a 
green factory. Planting trees effectively reduces CO2 

emissions and helps address the issues of global 
warming.  
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Customer Satisfaction: Improving Product Quality 

 Supplier quality improvement at the compressor 
plant 

Six foundries and three main machining supplier joined 
forces to implement casting quality improvement. 
Through factory visits and teleconference, we 
completed 25 cases of quality improvement, 15 cases 
of casting process improvement, four quality audits 
and 35 types of quality system document 
improvement.  

Through these efforts, we reduced the rate of defective 
purchased products by 0.98% in fiscal 2021 compared 
to the previous year.  

 
Casting Supplier Visit and Exchange 

Meeting 

 Supplier quality improvement at the air 
conditioner plant 

We conducted quality improvement with 16 major 
suppliers. We provided support for quality system and 
manufacturing defects at each company and completed 
a total of 37 process upgrades and 25 document 
revisions.  

Moreover, we conducted 24 quality training sessions at 
plants targeting suppliersʼ quality management staff 
with a total of 35 people attending in FY2021. 

Through these efforts, we reduced the rate of defective 
purchased products by 4.45% in FY2021 compared to 
the previous year.  
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Human Resources: Employee Training 

 Dispatched lecturer for mechanical processing 
technique training (DDS) 

We conducted two training sessions for one DDS member 
as a prospective technical supervisor in March and 
December 2021.  

1. Technical theory and basic knowledge: (5 days 
between March 22-26, 2021) Drill tool usage 
parameters, tool replacement and service life 
management 

2. Technical skills and lathe processing: the setting 
process of four hands and the impact on parts 
dimensions by heat deformation. 

3. Instructor ability and applied element operation: (3 
days between December 7-9, 2021) processing time 
calculation, screw processing constant, rough cutting 
conditions. 

4. Maintenance related: relationship between edging 
adjustment and adjustment of equipment where wear 
is likely to occur. 

 

 

 Dispatched lecturer for mechanical processing 
technique training (DSZ) 

We conducted three skilled engineer training sessions for 
one DSZ member (C instructor cultivation) between June 
and October in 2021.  

Phase 1 training (15 days between June 15-July 2, 2021)
1. Safety operation verification 
2. Theoretical knowledge verification 
3. Technical skills verification 

Phase 2  
1. Verifying issues in Phase 1 
2. Strategies for outstanding issues 

Phase 3 (15 days between October 11-29, 2021) 
1. Instructor ability verification 
2. Outstanding task skills verification 
3. Equipment maintenance skills verification 
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 Held forklift contest 

We won first place in the forklift contest 
held in the Suzhou industrial park with 
various companies participating in 2021.  

1. Trainings are held quarterly every year. 
With last yearʼs gold medallist as the 
instructor, employeesʼ forklift operating 
ability was enhanced.  

2. We selected the best candidate to 
represent our company through an in-
house tournament to participate in the 
Suzhou industrial parkʼs forklift contest. 

 

 

Human Resources: Promoting Diversity 

 Mothersʼ Station (pumping room) 
established 

The Company has established a pumping 
room in the office for working mothers who 
are currently nursing. The room is equipped 
with seating, refrigerator, and milk 
warmers. We received the recognition of 
Model Workplace for Mothers from the 
Suzhou Municipal Association.  

Female employees: 91 

Nursing employees: 6 

 
Setting up a milking parlor 

 
Suzhou Municipal Trade Union Awards Ceremony

 Home visits to postpartum women 

Members of the female workersʼ committee continue to 
conduct home visits to postpartum employees and 
provide them with flowers to celebrate the new chapter 
in their life.  

  
Home visits for maternity employees
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Human Resources: Occupational Safety and Health 

 Enhanced infection control measures against 
COVID-19 

COVID-19 has continued to spread even in 2021 with 
the risk of infection remaining high within China. As we 
carry on with our production activities, we are 
continuously implementing the following measures to 
reduce the risk of positive cases at the company. 

1. Enhance infection control measures according to 
the status of community spread 

 Disinfect imported cargos and PCR checks on 
workers 

 Thorough health screening on all persons 
entering the company (temperature check, 
health card, work card verification) 

2. Distribute supplies for infection control 
(disinfectant, mask sets, etc.) 

 
Temperature management 

 
Supplies for infection control 

 Lecture on the New Safety Law in Suzhou  

On October 9, 2021, we gave a lecture on the New 
Safe Production Law to all department managers. 
Following the lecture, each manager relayed their 
knowledge to their own respective departments.  

 
Workshop 

 
Online information session 
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 Production safety training specific to dust 
explosion prevention 

On January 6, 2022, we held a production safety 
training specific to dust explosion prevention for 
employees working with powders. 

Participants learned how to assess risks of explosion at 
work, prevent dust explosion incidents and undertake 
emergency response.  

 
Education Scenery 

 
On-site Valves 

 Tabletop exercises for on-site treatment of 
liquid nitrogen tank area 

We conducted safety operations training for managers 
of liquid nitrogen storage tanks. The training enhanced 
operatorsʼ awareness of the risks in liquid nitrogen 
handling as well as verified the level of understanding 
of first aid procedures and practical operation skills of 
emergency respondents.  

 
Safety operation education 

 

Communities: Environmental Conservation 

 Participation in building a harmonious park 

The company participated in an event for creating a harmonious park hosted by the upper 
labor union. We planned and participated in the three events of garbage sorting 
promotion in Jingxinan community, charity sale along Dongshazhou street, and 
Zhongyuan Festival. 

  
Event for creating a harmonious park 
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Communities: Support for Education 

 Practical learning by students of Suzhou 
University 

In 2021, we held three practical learning activities for 
students of Suzhou University (total of 146 students). 
Through the activities, students learned the knowledge 
of product composition, manufacturing, and functions, 
as well as toured the production site to see the 
manufacturing process firsthand. The students were 
able to connect the theories learned in school with 
practical application and deepened their understanding 
of air conditioning products. At the same time, we 
provided the students with history of our company to 
enhance their recognition of the McQuay brand.  

 

 

Communities: Other Local Activities 

 Participated in COVID-19 prevention 
volunteer event 

On February 13, 2022, COVID-19 infections 
broke out in Suzhou, while the local government 
launched a disease prevention activity group and 
called for volunteers. Our company also 
responded to the call to action and actively joined 
the disease control volunteer event. Our 
volunteers were assigned to prevention 
management in Dongganger Village to provide 
instruction to those waiting in line for 
temperature checks at a PCR sampling site.   

 
Temperature measurement operation 

 
Alignment instruction 
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 Provision of disease control supplies for the 
community 

We supplied Jingxinan with disease prevention supplies 
in order to support the prevention and control of new 
strains of influenza in Suzhou. 

1. 100 sets of protective clothing, mask, shoe cover 
and gloves 

2. 600 N95 Masks 

3. 100 bottles of 5L mineral water 

 
Provision of quarantine materials 

 

External Recognition: Awards 

 Received the Two Star Union Award 

In 2021, we received the Labor Union Two Star Union 
award from the Suzhou Industrial Park in recognition of 
the following efforts.  

1. Participation in five competitions, including forklift, 
assembly skills, lathe skills, tea ceremony 
performance, and family painting hosted by upper 
labor union or the government, and winning of a 
ranking prize. 

2. Participation in service reform projects involving 
company employees organized by upper labor 
union or the government, including community 
garbage sorting promotion, Dongsha Lake 
Community charity sale, and honoring of the 
elderly on Double Ninth Day.  

 
Two Star Union Award 

 
Awards Ceremony 

 


